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UPCOMING EVENTS
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workshop
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Sep 29: St. David by the Sea
“Messy Church”
10:00am - 12:00pm
Oct 16: Flu Shot Clinic
Everyone welcome
9:30am-11:30am
55 Plus Centre

4Cats to Open at the Plaza
By Roger Stonebanks, CBA member
The 4Cats Arts Studio in Royal Oak is moving and
will have its Grand Opening at Cordova Bay
Plaza on Wednesday September 19 when its fall
schedule begins.
Occupying the former Cordova Bay Hair
premises, 4Cats provides arts education with fun
and aims to make a dramatic difference in the
lives of children through stimulation, creativity,
language learning and socialization skills.
4Cats? The name comes from Els Quartre Gats (Catalan for “The Four
Cats”) – the restaurant favoured by Pablo Picasso in Barcelona in his
early career. To find out more about 4Cats Arts Studio, visit
www.4cats.com/royaloak and drop by their new store at Cordova Bay
Plaza.

Tru Value’s Crab and Corn Fest a Success!
By Penny Joppe, CBA member
Tru Value's Crab and Corn Fest for Cancer in August was a huge success.
It was a fundraiser for the B.C. Cancer Foundation and the $1,500
raised together with two
weeks of ad support from
the suppliers, the Spirit
Board accumulations
from all five stores and a
percentage of sales of
the store’s four-litre jugs
of Private Label water
made the total donation
to the B.C. Cancer
Foundation: $10,818.60.
Congratulations to Phil
Greenhalgh and his hardworking team at Tru Value.
Don’t forget to pick a number from the ‘Spirit Board’ when you go to
pay for your groceries – and help a charity of your choice.
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Pure Integrative Pharmacy
By Michael March, B.Sc Pharmacist
Please note that Pure Pharmacy
has a new name: The Pure
Integrative Pharmacy. Open just
over a year, our team would like
to thank the Cordova Bay
community for its positive and
encouraging support in making our
vision possible.

Vancouver Island for the past ten years and has a wide
range of clinical experience with a special emphasis on
pain management, weight loss, hormone imbalances,
allergies and immune conditions.

Sally Morrow, a Registered Nutritionist with
knowledge and expertise from her practice in
Ottawa, has joined our team to help us understand
the benefits of natural remedies, vitamins, minerals
and homeopathy.
At present, we’re expanding our homeopathy section
for young families and building a sports-nutrition
section to serve the many active people in our
community. This includes top-of-the-line sports
supplements, amino acids, vitamins, minerals and, of
course, daily greens to balance pH for the healthiest
body - naturally.
We’re also pleased to welcome Dr. Kristen Bovee ND.
She has been practising naturopathic medicine on

Visit the pharmacy counter and speak to Terry or me
for all your prescription and over-the-counter
medication questions. We provide a full-service
pharmacy that includes compounding, medication
management and blister packing. We’re more than
willing to take the time to help you manage your
individual medication and health-related goals.
Here are some of Sally’s tips to give your immune
system a boost!!
• Stress weakens the immune system. Get creative
about exercising everyday. Try a wide variety of
activities including swimming, hiking, dancing etc.
• Find your sleep quotient and stick to it every night.
• Maintain immune-friendly supplements like vitamin
C, vitamin E, zinc, probiotics and Omega 3 oils.
• Listen to your body. It will tell you what it needs.

Beach House Restaurant Opens to Mixed Reviews
By Chris Harbord, CBA Member

try the new eatery.

The Beach
House
restaurant on
Cordova Bay
Road opened
at the end of
June and if the
full parking
lots are any
indication,
diners have
been eager to

The restaurant features several couches, bar and
high-table seating as well as dining tables and
outdoor patio seating. The large windows provide a
beautiful view from almost every angle and the
interior decorating features lots of natural, rustic
wood, neutral colours and leather furniture.

September 12, the restaurant-review web site
www.urbanspoon.com showed 212 people voted and
gave The Beach House an overall vote of 42 per cent
‘like it’ compared to the other choice of ‘I don’t’.
Written reviews of the restaurant were submitted
starting June 23 and as of September 10, 92 people
had provided
their feedback
to the web site.
The general
consensus of
the online
reviews is that
the decor is
excellent, the
food is average
and the service
leaves
something to be desired.

Although there was a delay in receiving a liquor
license, this issue has been resolved and the bar is
open for business. The menu includes a variety of
casual meals including burgers, pizza, salads, fish
and chips, soups, appetizers and other comfort-food
favourites.

Many diners can be seen walking the beach either
before or after their meal and enjoying the beauty
the area has to offer.

Despite the restaurant’s continued popularity,
restaurant reviews have not been favourable. As of

The Cordovan committee was unable to reach the
restaurant owners before the submission deadline.

The Beach House is open for lunch and dinner every
day except Tuesday when it is closed.
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President's Corner

By Anthony Minniti, CBA President
On June 23, 2012, we celebrated our
9th annual Cordova Bay Day. It was
very well attended and I must
acknowledge all the diligent work of
Sylvia Burkhardt and the CBA Day
committee, volunteers,
participants and community
sponsors. The goal of the committee
was “community connectedness”bringing our community together. The following quote
of Leo Buscaglia, captures our theme:
Too often we under-estimate the power of a touch, a
smile, a kind word, a listening ear, an honest
compliment, or the smallest act of caring…
We had some success in this regard - the seniors’ tea
was attended by more than 80 people, the bouncy
castle had well over 100 children visit, and we had a
grouping of over 25 vendors, clubs, service providers
and community interests, sharing information with the
well over 350 attendees. The proceeds of this event
will be donated to a Cordova Bay charity/not-for-profit
group.
I had the opportunity to chat with several residents
during Cordova Bay Day, and three predominant themes
were raised: traffic and streets, development and new
homes, and businesses in Cordova Bay. I am going to
take this opportunity to share our experiences with
these relevant issues.
Traffic and Streets: Graham Shorthill is our Traffic
Committee chair and is actively involved with the
Cordova Bay Road Subcommittee discussing safety,
sidewalks, intersections, and parking on Cordova Bay
Road. He has been a vocal and active representative on
the Sayward Intersection Working Group. This group
and the passionate activities of our residents has
resulted in an announcement by the Province and

Saanich of an improved intersection. He is also
engaging Saanich about speed concerns on Cordova Bay
Road at Mt. Doug Park, as well as traffic congestion on
Haliburton Road at peak times.
Development and New Homes: over the past years,
most of the development proposals have been “urban
infill” in nature. Usually 2-3 homes replacing one home
that was once on an estate lot. This development
activity will undoubtedly change our community,
however it happens much slower than a new
subdivision. The CBA Board of Directors always
references the Local Area Plan, as well as engaging
neighbours, and considers the comments of Saanich
professional planners, designers and engineers. Please
become familiar with the Cordova Bay Area Plan
available on the CBA and Saanich web sites.
Businesses in Cordova Bay: over the last year we have
welcomed several new businesses to our community,
several have moved, and several have closed. I would
encourage community members to frequent our local
amenities, visit the Cordova Bay Plaza, Mattick’s Farm,
and all the individual businesses.
I would also encourage you to consider some relevant
issues affecting our region, such as:
transportation,roads, transit, bike lanes, light rapid
transit, sewage treatment and wastewater
management, waste reduction and recycling and deer
and deer Habitat. The CBA is not actively engaged in
these issues, but we encourage area residents to
engage Saanich and the CRD accordingly.
In summary, it is a very busy time in Cordova Bay. We
are looking for assistance on many worthy tasks:
editors for the Cordovan newsletter, participants on the
Cordova Bay Day committee, and involvement at the
subcommittee or Board level.
Volunteering is the ultimate exercise in democracy. You
vote in elections once every few years, but when you
volunteer, you vote every day about the kind of
community you want to live in. --Author Marjorie Moore

Planning Update

By Arran McLellan, Planning Chair
As you may be aware, an application has been made to subdivide the property at 759 Helvetia
Cres. and construct single-family homes. The plan proposes four RS-12 lots with a minimum
lot size of 930 sq meters.
Application has been made to rezone the property at 5630 Alderley Rd.from A-1 to A-2 to
permit a secondary dwelling to allow for a resident farmer. This property is used as an organic
farm and the owner of the property is looking to have the farmer have a residence on the
property.
5096 Clutesi St., the Saanich Council members voted in favour of the plan and as the board had put forth,
the panhandle lot should have a 4000 square foot building-envelope restriction so that a bigger more evasive
house is not constructed which would not fit in with the neighbourhood character.
5197 Del Monte Ave. is also up for subdivision proposal. The plan is to rezone from A-1 to RS-12 to create
three additional lots for single-family dwelling use. This property has been in the same family for years and
it is one of the last properties on this part of Del Monte Ave. of this size which makes it prime for
development. And lastly, the Beach House restaurant opened after various inspections and delays. Residents
are happy to have it open and the area is certainly busier with traffic.
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Traffic Update

By Graham Shorthill, Traffic Chair
Pat Bay/Sayward Intersection: You
can tell the moment an idea or
concept is transformed into a
concrete certainty: the politicians of
all stripes crowd onto the stage to
enjoy the moment when the funding
has been finalized and the physical
transformation is about to begin. For
the Sayward intersection, this happened in July and the
work should be completed next year. After that, we
want to see a dramatic drop in the accident rate
because that would remove the threat of a major
intersection being built at Sayward in the foreseeable
future.
Haliburton left turn: The schools are open again. This
brings increased danger to everyone travelling along
Haliburton to the highway. There’s an obvious need to
control the traffic turning left on to the highway and a
similar need to protect the many pedestrians walking
up and down the hill. Saanich engineers have a plan to
reduce these dangers but they don’t have the funds to
carry it out this year. However, they have high hopes for
2013 and we should see the first draft of their plan in
time for the next newsletter.
Fowler-Hunt-Sayward: The plan is to convert this
dangerous mess into a conventional major-minor road
intersection: Fowler to be the major road and traffic
from Hunt to come to a stop sign and join Fowler in the
usual way. The new junction and bus stop will be moved
south away from the curve leading to the highway. The
scheduled completion date for this project is uncertain
but hopefully by next summer.
Lochside Park: Those of you who travel along Fowler
can see the developments associated with the long
overdue expansion of Lochside Park. However, with this
expansion comes more traffic and it will mean more
vehicles turning in and out of the new parking lots. It’s
an example of what’s happening along the whole of
Cordova Bay Road, Fowler and Sayward; wonderful
individual projects are going ahead but each one adds

Graffiti in Cordova Bay

another element to the complexity of the traffic
patterns along this route. For this reason we need a
long-term traffic strategy for the route before we’re
overwhelmed with intractable problems.
Resurfacing Cordova Bay Road: The good news is a
major section of the road through the village was
resurfaced over the summer; the bad news is people
are using it as a race track and we must now find a way
to restore the speed limit and a calming village
ambiance: some curves, pinch-points and flower beds
would help.

CBA Membership

By Randy Otto, Membership Chair
Thank-you to all the members who
have renewed and to those who
have purchased multi-year
memberships. In our attempt to
grow our membership numbers,
this year we have sent renewal
requests to all previous members
back to 2008 who have not
renewed. Sadly, only 16% of those requests were
honoured with updated memberships so
far.
Please recommend to your friends and
neighbours in Cordova Bay to take out a
membership. It’s only $5.00 per year and
will help us reach our goal of 1,000
members by 2013. As well, we are
dropping membership request letters to
all non members in Cordova Bay.
There are approximately 3,000
residences with approximately 5,000
prospective homeowners. Right now our
count is 502 That is only 10% of our
community who are members.
Enjoy this issue of the Cordovan and
please pass it on.

By Maureen Owen, CBA member
Did you know that it is unlawful to post anything on any hydro equipment - paper notices
(including notices for lost pets) or graffiti. The District of Saanich has to approve any
signs that are posted within the municipality. Recently over 40 hydro poles were
defaced within Cordova Bay with graffiti. The graffiti
was eradicated by Hydro volunteers. You too can
become an "Official Graffiti Eradicator" by
telephoning B.C. Hydro. Saanich police were notified
about the most recent prolific graffiti on hydro poles.
They are on the lookout for a male, aged 40 to 50
years of age. If you see anyone applying graffiti to
Hydro poles, take pictures with your cell phone and
contact the Saanich Police at 250-475-4321. Please
note this is not considered a 911 emergency!
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“History of Cordova Bay” Gift to the CBA
By Roger Stonebanks, CBA member

Long-time Cordova Bay resident and local historian,
Anne Pearson, has donated her album of photos and
clippings – “The History of Cordova Bay” – to the
Cordova Bay Association for Community Affairs
(CBA).

Left: Bus descending the ridge.Right: Philip & Mary Touet,
first settlers of Cordova Bay, 1879.

Anne and husband Don were emptying out their
Claremont Avenue house this summer before moving
to Sidney. She decided to donate her album
“because the Cordova Bay Association is so
concerned with Cordova Bay. It’s been a good
association for years.”
CBA president Anthony Minniti thanked Anne for her
donation and said the association is honoured by it.
“Most people are captivated by this collection, they
are drawn into the photos and news articles,” he
said.
“The CBA will
discuss
appropriate
archival approach
at our first Board
of Directors
meeting in the
fall with the
intention of
making this type
of historical
information
available to the
community”, he
added.

Greenwood, the Touets home on
Cordova Bay Road, now Sunnymead
subdivision.

The album was
often loaned by
Anne and
displayed at the
annual Cordova
Bay Day
organized every

summer by the CBA. It covers the period from 1879
to 1996 and also has a section on Elk Lake history.
Some of the album tracks ground Anne covered in
her book Sea-Lake: Recollections and History of
Cordova Bay and Elk Lake, published in 1981, with a
second
printing in
1993. The
book is now
out of print
but is
available
through the
Greater
Victoria Public
Library. Anne
donated her
last copies,
autographed,
to the CBA in
2005 which in
turn sold
them for $10
each, the
proceeds
going to the
Cordova Bay Beach, 1940’s
CBA’s
Community Fund which funds local projects.
Sea-Lake has much detail and photographs in its 120
pages starting with native peoples known as the
“Chekonein” who occupied the area from Cordova
Bay to Oak Bay. They were one of six groups now
known
collectively as
the Songhees.
The book ends in
1981 which
coincides with
the first Cordova
Bay Local Area
Plan.
Both Anne and
Don were active
in community
affairs and their
church, St. David
by the Sea
Anglican Church.
Don was on the
CBA Board of
Directors in the
1980s and served
as secretary.
Anne Pearson
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Cordova Bay Day 2012
By Sylvia Burkhardt, Community Relations, CBA Director
Cordova Bay Day, held on June 23, was noticeably different from previous years. The committee made a
concerted effort to give the event a fresh new feel in 2012 while staying true to its friendly and welcoming
spirit that has been forged over the past many years.
This year’s event was different in that it included having 27
local organizations come together to celebrate the residents
and businesses of Cordova Bay. The community was well
represented with more than 350 children and adults
gathering over the duration of the three-hour event held at
St. David by the Sea on Cordova Bay Road.
Kids had a great time thanks to the inflatable slide and
bouncing area and hot dogs and hamburgers provided on
site. Popcorn and candy floss and games galore were also on
hand and
a local DJ
provided
the
ambiance.
Inside the church, 22 tables set around the perimeter showed
the wares and business ideas while local senior citizens were
treated to tea and sweets. The Cordova Bay Association Board
of Directors supplied more than 200 books to be sold. A raffle
was also held with more than $1,200 in gift certificates
donated by local businesses. Proceeds from the raffle tickets
will help the CBA support charitable and non-profit
organizations in the community.

Cordova Bay Day - Future
By Sylvia Burkhardt, Community Relations, CBA Director
Cordova Bay Day 2012 had a new look and feel compared to
previous years. Local vendors participated by buying a table and
contributing gift certificates for the Cordova Bay Association to
include in a raffle.
The new format for the event was met with positive comments
from those who attended and resulted in a profit for the association
of just over $1,000. The return was less than in previous years but
it’s believed that the rain likely deterred some residents from
attending.
Next year, will be the 10th Anniversary of Cordova Bay Day, and the
organizing committee is looking forward to continuing the tradition
of the event while trying new ideas to keep it fresh.
Overall, the hardworking volunteer Cordova Bay Day Committee
was heartened and pleased with the results of the event,
specifically the profit which will be used to support local
organizations, and the overwhelming enthusiasm of the
neighbourhood.
The committee is requesting that anyone interested in volunteering
for next year’s anniversary celebration direct their enquiries to the
Cordova Bay Association for Community Affairs. One of the board members would be pleased to answer your
questions.
We hope to see you at Cordova Bay Day 2013 on June 22nd!
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Eating Places in Cordova Bay
By Penny Joppe, CBA member

Adrienne’s Tea Garden

Sabine Schwaiger and her husband, Tony, are
enjoying being the new owners of this very popular
restaurant in Mattick’s Farm.
“New in our deli, bakery and restaurant are panini’s,
pecan pies, Grand Marnier Mountains and several
more gluten-free choices available, and a larger tea
selection than before” says Sabine.
And she adds, “The restaurant is open earlier for
breakfast daily at 8:30am instead of 9:00am as in the
past. The deli and bakery opens at 8:00am and we’re
open to suggestions for more lunchtime varieties in
our Deli. Please just let us know.
“All of us at Adrienne's want to thank the residents
of Cordova Bay for their continued patronage.”
For special-function days, menus and information
visit: http://www.adriennesteagarden.com/

9:00pm depending on the day and time of year.
Murray has worked at Island Farms Dairy for 32 years
and continues to do so, but is seen at the Café in the
evenings, weekends and on his days off. He hopes
soon to work there full time.
Elaine hails originally from California hence the
expertise in Mexican cooking and pizzas, both panstyle and thin crusts. She cooks mainly California
Mexican style with true authentic dishes on most
weekends. From tamales to lomita’s and sweet and
spicy pulled-pork burritos she has “The Gift” says
her proud husband.
“Our son, Dave, helps out wherever needed, as a
good son does. However, he’s branched out with his
own company www.garagedoordepot.ca and can help
you with any garage door needs,” Murray adds.
“The competent staff are local - a great asset to our
little café.
“If it’s an Americano or cappuccino coffee you’re
looking for, or Elaine’s famous chicken tortilla soup
or knock-your-socks-off chilli, we have it. All
ingredients are the freshest to be found whether it’s
produce from the market, organic coffees, fresh
ground chuck steak or Arrezio Italian-style
pepperoni, mozzarella and Monterey Jack cheeses,
we seek it out,” says Murray. Fresh, homemade
goodness at its best!

Adrienne’s interior showing the bright new table cloths

“See the reviews on Urbanspoon Victoria and please
visit our web site: www.cafe-yucatan.ca. Better still,
drop in – you’ll be happy you did!”

Euphorium Bakery and Café

Owned and operated by Page Loten, the bakery and
café in the Cordova Bay Plaza is open from 7:30am –
5:00pm on weekdays and 9:00am – 5:00pm on
Saturdays. The bakery sells an array of freshly baked
goods including bread, buns, pastries and many
savoury items - and supplies its neighbour, Tru Value,
with the same. NB: the Chai Latte is delicious!
Unfortunately, the Cordovan committee was unable
to make contact with the owner.

Café Yucatan & Pizzeria

Owned by Murray and Elaine
Wight and family, you’ll find
this great little restaurant in
Cordova Bay Plaza. It’s been in
operation almost two years
now.
Open daily from 8:00am,
except Sunday at 11:00am, and
closes any time from 7:00pm to

Photo - L to R: Dave, Elaine and Murray Wight

A big THANK YOU...

To people who have been seen picking up garbage
while out for a walk. We live in a beautiful part
of Victoria. Let’s all work together and keep
Cordova Bay pristine!
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Ridge Café at the Ridge Golf Course

As a small sister of the Cordova Bay Golf Club, the
Ridge Café is a fully licensed clubhouse and patio
with a selection of sandwiches and fresh soup each
day. You don’t need to be a golfer to meet friends
for coffee, or enjoy a light lunch looking out over
the Haro Strait, Mount Baker and the beautifully
kept 9-hole par-3 golf course on Sayward Hill.
Incidentally, for a special occasion, the Café can
accommodate up to 40 people inside and over 100
people outside. For information: The Ridge Café.

The Cordovan
The Continental Kitchen Closes
By Penny Joppe, CBA
member
We’re sorry The
Continental Kitchen is
finally closing its doors on
September 30. However,
it’s time for Carolyn
Brady to enjoy a wellearned retirement with her husband John.
Some of the store’s more popular products are to be
carried by The Lady Bug Boutique and Homebody
Interiors at Mattick’s Farm. Good luck Carolyn from
the newsletter committee. Thanks for being such a
loyal advertiser in the printed version of The
Cordovan and, more recently, in the electronic
Business Directory.

Fall Health Tips
Staying Healthy at School

Bill Mattick’s Restaurant at the Cordova
Bay Golf Course

“At Bill Mattick’s Restaurant our philosophy is to
provide our customers with great food and great
service in comfortable surroundings. Whether you
need to re-energize after a game of golf or are just
looking for a beautiful spot for Sunday lunch, Bill’s is
the place for you,” says Grant Soutar, manager of
the restaurant.
“Walter, our chef, uses only the freshest of
ingredients including, when in season, fruits and
vegetables grown in our own gardens and orchards”.
And he adds, “If you are a golfer, 9 & Dine is
available year round and even if your game isn’t
spectacular, dinner will be. If golf isn’t your style
feel free to drop in for appies, dinner or just a drink.
Everyone is welcome in the lounge, restaurant or on
one of the two outdoor patios.” Check out the
restaurant web site for menus and information.

• Wash hands frequently with soap for 20 seconds
before meals and after using the bathroom.
• Cover sneezes and coughs with a tissue or sleeve
• Clean shared surfaces, such as keyboards,
doorknobs, desks, telephones, and remotes
• Avoid sharing personal items such as towels,
combs, brushes, razors, or nail clippers
• Clean sports uniforms and shared athletic
equipment regularly
• Keep children at home when they are sick to
avoid spreading germs to others
• Get a flu shot
• Wash cuts and scratches with soap and water and
keep them clean and dry

Understanding how Germs are Spread
Airborne Germs

Illnesses like colds and flu are mainly spread from
person to person when the droplets from a cough or
sneeze of an infected person move through the air
and get into the eyes, nose or mouth of someone
nearby.

Skin Infections

Skin infections are usually caused by bacteria getting
into openings in the skin, like cuts or sores. Bacteria
can come from the environment or other people.

Germs on Surfaces

Germs also can be picked up from desks, doorknobs,
tables, exercise or sports equipment, and other
surfaces. Some viruses and bacteria can live for days
on these surfaces.
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Claremont Focus on Fine Arts: A Brief
Introduction
By Colin Plant, Fine Arts Subject Chair

The Claremont Focus on Fine Arts (FOFA), opening in the fall of 2012, is a one-of-a-kind program dedicated to
providing high-quality Fine Arts instruction and offering multiple opportunities for students to deepen and
display their knowledge and appreciation of the Fine Arts while simultaneously earning their traditional BC
high-school diploma.
For those students who excel (or want to) in the Fine Arts, this is
the school for you! Our “school within a school” model will result
in an opportunity to graduate from one of BC’s best high schools
while at the same time getting extensive instruction in the Fine
Arts in superb facilities with excellent teachers. Students enrolled
in the FOFA will be able to graduate from Claremont and from the
School of Fine Arts.
The former will result in
a provincial “dogwood”
diploma and the
latter will be a schooldeveloped diploma that
recognizes the student successfully completing 40 credits of a
school-based Fine Arts course. Students enrolled in the FOFA will not
need to pay any fees.
The main program areas for the FOFA program are: Music, Dance, Art
and Drama. All students who are enrolled in a Fine Arts course are
automatically members of the FOFA program. cplant@sd63.bc.ca.

Happenings in the Community
Volunteers Needed
Volunteers are always needed at the Haliburton
Community Organic Farm and at the beautiful
Outerbridge Park on Royal Oak Drive – if you enjoy
“working with the soil” think about helping out. All
details on the CBA’s web site Notices page.

Flu Shot Clinic
FLU-SHOT CLINIC at the 55 Plus Centre
on Tuesday, October 16, 9:30am 11:30am for Cordova Bay 55 Plus
members and the general public.

Unexpected Cat Predators
If you have a cat and it is allowed
to roam free,don't be surprised if
it disappears. At Beacon Hill Park
an eagle’s nest was found blown
out of a tree after a wind storm.
There were 26 cat collars in this
nest! We have eagles in Cordova
Bay too.

Cordova Bay Elem. Sept. Newsletter
The September Newsletter has been posted to their
web site at http://cordovabay.sd63.bc.ca/ Check it
out. They will not be printing paper copies this year.

The Cordova Bay Association Web Site
Check out the CBA’s web site for information on: free monthly blood-pressure clinics, Cordova Bay Hikers, Welcome
Wagon news and where to pick up a “You Scoop” sign! There’s plenty more to read – and pictures to look at - on the
web site: www.cbasn.com including traffic and planning news and important emergency preparedness information.
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Your Neighbours at 1212 and 1216 Royal Oak Drive
By Connie Clark, Chairman of the Twin Oaks Board
Ever noticed two
ordinary looking
wood-frame
houses at 1212
and 1216 Royal
Oak Drive? They
sit at the top of a
curving driveway
and you may have
seen the coming
and going of liftequipped vans.
Despite their
ordinary appearance they set a precedent at the time
they were built in 1993 by the BC Housing Management
Commission and were the culmination of a vision by a
group of parents and members of the community.
They came into being because Glendale Lodge was to
close, the last of three institutions for people with
developmental disabilities in B.C. Although the
closures were the result of a long and difficult
lobbying effort by parents of those living in the
institutions, many families were fearful about the
alternative. Over the previous five years, a variety of
services and supports had been developed for the
hundreds of former residents of institutions. Families
were able to hear about and see examples of
successful living arrangements in communities around
the province and began to have confidence in a future
in community for their sons and daughters.
Victoria Community Resources Society was established
in 1990 with the sole purpose of planning for eight
young men and women destined for a future in a longterm care facility. It took three years to figure it out
with hundreds of hours of planning, hunting for
property, designing the homes, securing funding, hiring
and training staff. Eventually the great day arrived on

July 2, 1993 when Twin Oaks welcomed its first
residents. They moved into their own private rooms,
with furniture and linens and paint colours chosen by
them with their family and friends… a far cry from the
ten-bed wards and shared clothing of the institutions.
Twin Oaks was a real home!
A board of nine directors, composed of family and
community members using a committee structure,
provides leadership and accountability for the
organization. The executive director oversees all
operational matters.
Operational funding is provided through a contract for
service with Community Living BC, a government
agency. The staff of community support workers and
registered nurses ensures that care and health needs
are looked after and daily activities geared to each of
the nine residents’ interests. Social and sports
activities and visits to family and friends are high
priorities. We give great parties to celebrate birthdays
and special
events, there’s
a pleasant
backyard with
a covered patio
for summer
barbecues, and
a vegetable
garden with a
deer fence
courtesy of a
donation this
year by Blades
Horticultural
Richard Menegozzo, Twin Oaks
Service.
Resident

St. David by the Sea Anglican Church - a Part of the Community
The official end of the Three Saints Ministry occurred on 31 May
2012, leaving St. Michael and All Angels to continue on its own. St.
David's and St. Peter's Lakehill remained partners in a collaborative
ministry, part of the Anglican Diocese of British Columbia.
St. David's at 5182 Cordova Bay Road is also the home of Cordova
Bay Co-op Preschool and Pacific Dance Centre and the home of "
Messy Church ". Messy Church is for all ages and includes hands-on
craft activities, games, song, prayer, a story and an early lunch. It’s
held the last Saturday of every month, resuming in September after
Photo - L to R: Tom Wilkinson, Don Johnson, Jane
Mason and Ron Hall, with The Rev Chris Parsons in
the front and The Rev Betty McLeod Miller.
Absent: Derek Mumford and David Reynolds

a summer hiatus.
Reverend Canon Chris Parsons and his team are working hard for
the residents of Cordova Bay . For more information, check out
their web site here: http://stdavidbythesea.ca/
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Home Instead
By Ann Margeson, Community Outreach Coordinator
Home Instead Senior Care assists seniors in the community to maintain their
independence with trusted and reliable home care:
 Strictly non-medical, therefore affordable.
 Personally introduces clients to caregivers to offer reassurance.
 Solution to Alzheimer care because of extensive training program.
 Returning-home program ensures successful transition from hospital to home.
Don’t be scammed…
Never underestimate the resourcefulness of scammers. Some drive around during the day
looking for older adults working in the yard or getting their mail. Scammers make a note of
addresses, return and try to sell the seniors an unnecessary repair, such as getting their roofs
fixed.
Common characteristics that make seniors vulnerable:
1. AVAILABILITY: Seniors are seen as a target because they’re retired and at home for calls.
2. ISOLATION: Seniors are often alone. Some don't have family nearby to help make decisions.
3. LONELINESS: Seniors' friendships are often limited through isolation. This makes them vulnerable to that
friendly cold caller. Some scams are perpetrated by seemingly trusted people who work to build new
friendships with older adults and then prey on their vulnerabilities.
4. SICKNESS: Chronic health issues, including dementia, mean many seniors have difficulty maintaining their
property. Unscrupulous workers can charge thousands of dollars for a job that should only cost hundreds.
5. PROSPERITY: Money is a reason for seniors’ vulnerability. Scammers see them as a supply of wealth that
includes homes, life savings and assets.
Sit down with your senior loved one and talk about scammers. If you and your senior live far apart, consider the
services of Home Instead Senior Care. If you think a scammer has approached your senior, please contact me on
250-382-6565, or visit: www.homeinstead.ca/victoriabc. I’m your local representative at 222-1595 McKenzie
Avenue, Victoria V8N 1A4 – Ann Margeson.

Fall Advice
By David Freese, owner/arborist Bright Tree Care
As summer turns to
fall, a common
request received
by arborists is for
tree trimming to
get clearance
between a tree
and the roof or
outer walls of a
building. It’s
especially
important to have enough clearance
ahead of winter when winds are
stronger, and when water weighs down
branches and foliage is held in contact
with the walls.
In the case of protected trees, a permit
must be obtained and the work done by
a certified arborist. Generally, you’re
allowed to trim so there is three meters
vertical clearance and two meters
horizontal clearance from your building

structures. In the case of low-hanging branches, three meters
headroom is generally allowed. Often permits are written to
allow deadwood pruning at the same time.
The reason certified arborists are required for the work is to
ensure the cuts are made properly, in a way that least interferes
with the health and natural symmetry of the tree.
The tree permits are not hard to arrange by
applying online in Saanich and other
municipalities. Or your arborist can make the
arrangements on your behalf.
For unprotected trees, follow the same
principles. A large percentage of tree
problems result from overzealous thinning or
previous size reduction. For more clearance,
there are no legal restrictions. But doing the
trimming in a way that promotes long-term
health of the tree is the only sensible way to go about it. And
that generally means interfering with a tree's own natural
growth process as little as possible. By being conservative and
careful you’ll continue to have a low-maintenance tree.
I’m happy to advise you: david@brighttreecare.com.

Business Directory – Support our Local Advertisers
Click on each logo for information. Click here for more information. Or phone: Penny Joppe on 250-658-8566.
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